
ORGANISATION
Small Sided Game, 2 teams + GKs
Up to 5v5

This practice is designed to work on
collective defending. The key
constraint is that only one player can
press over the half way line and
engage the attacker. This means that
team mates have to take good
positions of support, cover and
balance.

Set a team captain and rotate the
role between players. Task the
captain with organising and
communicating with their team. Give
all players an opportunity. When
play progresses into the defensive
teams half it is a normal game. You
can decide if you allow counter
pressing as a team or that only one

defender can counter press if the
attacking team loses possession.

Possible Constraints
1. Only one defender can go over

half way to tackle.
2. Restrict counter pressing so if

the attacking team loses the ball,
they must drop off

3. Allow one player to counter
press if the attacking team loses
the ball

4. If you have 12 players or more
set up two 3v3 games.

5. If you have no goalkeepers
condition the goal scoring with a
one touch finish

6. You could condition the game so
only the captain (leader) can talk.

The Set Up
If you have more than 10 players set up two pitches. Max 
5v5. Make sure the halfway line is marked out.

Scenario
Reds are in good position with pressure, cover and 
balance. Adjusting quickly is key.

Scenario
Reds now apply pressure centrally and narrow off to prevent 
split passes. Look for different defensive pictures. 

Is the SPACE realistic and relevant for the age and physical ability of the players? The smaller the pitch, the 
less physical the practice and the easier it is to defend. Don’t be afraid to try different pitch shapes and sizes. 
Wide pitches will allow more opportunity to break through a narrow defence, a skinny pitch may allow lots of 
forward runs and space in behind. . 

CONSIDERATIONS

LEADERSHIP: Understand different players will
lead in different ways. Get players to discuss and
reflect on how they led the group, what went well
and what they could improve.

PERSPECTIVE: Remind players that they need to
keep perspective when mistakes are made either
by themselves or their team mates. Having
healthy conversations to solve problems is a
positive sign in this area.

PEER TO PEER: Encourage peer to peer feedback
and get players to discuss the leadership
challenge and how it went. Ensure they maintain
perspective and are honest and respectful.

KEY FACTORS FOUR CORNERS
Technical
1v1 Defending
1v1 Attacking
Passing & Receiving
Tackling

Physical
Multi-directional speed
Recovery runs
Forward runs
1v1 Duels

Psychological
Composure
Confidence
Resilience
Leadership

Social
Honesty
Communication
Trust
Encouragement

SESSION PLAN
Leadership & Perspective: Collective Defending

25 – 30 Mins
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ORGANISATION

2 teams + pitch in half + 2 goals

The aim of this practice is to
encourage collaboration between
players. Goals are worth the number
of passes that precede the finish. For
example, 5 passes = 5 goals.
Nominate a leadership group of 2-3
players for each team.

These players are tasked with leading
a team talk on the game plan,
formation and how their team will
play to ensure effective possession
and the most goals. Rotate players
through these roles and allow time
for their team mates to feedback on
how they went.
Focus on letting the ball roll and
seeing if players can find solutions
with the help of their leadership team
to dominate possession and create

scoring opportunities. Patience and
perspective are very important. Allow
breaks in play for player led team
talks.

Possible Adaptations

1. Implement wide zones to
encourage switching play where
the ball must go side to side
before the team in possession
can score.

2. Introduce an end zone that
teams can only pass into before
scoring.

3. Give players the chance to attain
a super power by hanging bibs in
the goal and if they knock a bib
off they can use a cheat or
manipulate the rules of the
game.

The Set Up
A small sided game ideally no bigger than 7v7. If you have 
a big group, run 2 x 4v4 or 5v5 games.

Double Goals
An example of a team getting 2 goals when playing 2 
passes then scoring.

Triple Goals
In a 7v7 make the pitch bigger and remind players to be 
patient and seek out big scores.

Is the SPACE realistic and relevant for the age group you are coaching? Adjust the

CONSIDERATIONS

LEADERSHIP: Encourage the leadership group to
collaborate, Ensure all players have a voice and
observe social interactions and the type of
leadership on display.

PERSPECTIVE: Try and help the players to help
their team mates. When possession is lost, affirm
positive behaviour when it comes to
encouragement and support.

PEER TO PEER: Keep score and create a
tournament style game format. Assign the
leadership group challenges and get team mates
to feedback with detail on how they led the
group.

KEY FACTORS FOUR CORNERS
Technical
Passing and receiving
First touch
Movement & Timing
Clinical Finishing

Physical
Multi-directional speed
Forward/recovery runs
Movement to receive
Strength on the ball

Psychological
Patience
Determination
Composure
Clarity

Social
Support for team mates
Communication
Encouragement
Problem-solving

SESSION PLAN
Leadership & Perspective: Tik Tak Total

25 – 30 Mins
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